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RUNNING A KID'S TRY-ATHLON
SOCCER...................:)

S. Standish, G. Lewis

Spotlight on the
importance of exposing
kids to extracurricular
variety:)

ISSUE 1
SUMMER

INTRODUCING:

Ryan's Campground, Deep River, Ontario

By S. Standish
Photographs by S. Standish

S'mores, water lapping on toes, kayaks, bike rides, playgrounds, sunny days and rainy nights.
Sounds great, doesn't it?
Camping has changed so much since we were kids. 'Glamping' has become a term (we are avid
glampers) and wi-fi is available at most campgrounds. You can escape it all living in nature
(Driftwood Provincial Park in Stonecliff, Ontario) or you can swim in salt-water pools, take
Zumba and enjoy ice creams at the on-site cafe (Castaways RV Resort in Ocean City, Maryland).
Things to look at to start the process to becoming a camper:
Reviews, great camp sites for kids (KidCampy.com), camping organizing lists, Pinterest ideas
for camping with kids, blogs, social media, library books, talk to people that camp, etc.
We started tenting, bought a pop-up trailer (2 year adventure), and then purchased Thunder,
our 32' Sportrek Travel Trailer. Decide what is right for you! Borrowing equipment from family
and friends is another great option to put your toe in the camping water!
Places we love to camp:
Jellystone Parks:
North Java, NY park is awesome. From tenting to deluxe villa rentals, they have you covered.
There are great out-of season deals! You can't beat a visit from the one and only Yogi Bear
either!
*1/2 off listed prices during the beginning and end of the season.
Provincial/State Parks:
The Great Outdoors! Not all the bells and whistles, the prices reflect that! We love visiting
these parks with our RV or just on a day pass. We love to stay with our RV at Chapman Lake
State Park in Pennsylvania. Great sites, paved roads for the kids to bike on and great
lake/beach to swim/fish/play in! Algonquin park in Northern Ontario is serene and majestic.
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Small Family Campgrounds:
Remember all the great playground equipment we had as kids and survived? They now
thrive at the small family campgrounds! The owner escorts you to a site, and though the
buildings may be weathered, these are the places that you can tell someone pours their
heart and soul into. We accidentally found a gem in Deep River, Ontario (Ryan's
Campground). It was off the Trans-Canada, had big sites, trout feeding pond and a 2000'
beach that beckoned us every morning we were there.

KOA Campgrounds:
When you stay at a KOA campground, you know what you are going to get. Another great
bunch of family-oriented campgrounds. Tons of things for young children to do. We love
the Watkin's Glen KOA, great activities, fun staff, and close to the beautiful waterfalls and
hiking in the area.

We are looking for more input! Please email KidCampy@TryItKids.com!

KidTasty Campfire Nachos!!!
Adult supervision required!!
Materials:
Campfire Grate or pan, Aluminum Foil, Adult supervised Fire
Ingredients:
1 Bag of your fave nacho chips
2 cups of Shredded Cheese
2 cups of TOPPINGS (Tomatoes, Olives, Black Beans,
Corn, Onion, Avocado, Peppers, Meat, etc)
Instructions:
1. Ask your guardians to build a fire, start the bbq, or warm
up the oven.
2. Prepare your nachos!!
3. Cut a big piece of aluminum foil, have the shiny side out!
4. Layer the bottom middle of your foil with your nacho
chips.
5. Layer it with cheese, then your drier ingredients (beans,
meat, etc)
6. Sprinkle the top with the veggies!
7. Cook until the ends of the chips start to brown and all the
cheese is melted! (Have a guardian check!)
8. Eat!! :)
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ORGANIZING A
TRY-ATHLON FOR KIDS
SOUND EASY?
TRY IT KIDS-ATHLON 2015 - THE TRIALS AND
TRIBULATIONS

Not. Easy. At. All.
We, as the owners of a small growing business, wanted to give back to our community. Fitting in with our theme of a
variety of activities in our programming, we decided that the best thing for us to do, was to run a Try It Kids-Athlon. It
would be a distance bike ride, a run around a track and an obstacle course finishing off in an obstacle course. There
were 3 different participant levels: junior, intermediate and senior. We had no experience, outside of sport organization
at our schools. It was quite the undertaking.
Parts of the organization process:
Venue - We chose a great, accessible park in our city. It happened to be Oakes Park in Niagara Falls. You have to book
the park for a date(usually charges a fee), make sure they are cool with a rain date and (this is important!!!) make sure
it doesn't coincide with any other major events happening in the area! Liability release and insurance is also very
important.
Organization to Benefit:
We knew that we wanted to benefit kids. We went with the ONEFoundation (Niagara Health System), specifically with
the Children's Health Unit. They helped a lot with the planning and registration processes. It is imperative to have a
partner that is clear on what the intent of the money donated would be going to.
Event Planning:
Hours upon hours of research and work. As we are going into our second event, we will hopefully have less of this to
do. From the registration table to the warm up and mascots, it was an intensive process that took some time to get
organized. We also know what we need to improve upon this year.
Participant Registration: We are not pro web designers, so this is a work in progress. Right now we have a primitive
web site form that accepts PayPal for payment. This is something else we are looking at improving, maybe not this
year, but for sure in the future.. It was our inaugural year, and it was difficult to get the numbers we wanted for the
events.
Sponsors: Coming up with a good pitch and approaching people who get asked for donating to great causes every day.
Participant Bags: Participants like swag bags! I did a half marathon and was super excited to see what would be in my
swag bag. It costs a considerable amount of money to run something of this magnitude.
Volunteers: This is super important. We sent out emails to employees (past and present), students needing community
service hours, and most importantly family and friends. :) We needed something to set volunteers apart from the
guardians of the participants.
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Things to do when there is extra time: We knew that the run itself would only be around 10 minutes start to finish! So
we had to brainstorm a multitude of alternatives for participants to do when they were waiting for their heat or
done. I came up with an active scavenger hunt (see below), which also had volunteer involvement. Also, we had sports to
try for the kids and an extra inflatable on hand.
All the Extras: DJ play that funky music! We had a DJ donate his services, which was awesome. We had a Zumba
instructor donate her time and talent to get the little (and big) folks grooving. Deals on food/inflatables and prizes
definitely help with making the event awesome.

Try It KidsAthlon  Active Scavenger Hunt
Your mission: To complete the following tasks and receive each taskcompleted
reward sticker! If you complete all the tasks you get to pick an awesome prize!!!!
o Find the felt yellow star and complete 10 jumping jacks! Ask for the TIK volunteer
to give you a sticker.
o Go to the hockey shootout and shoot 5 balls in the net. Ask for the TIK volunteer
to give you a sticker.
o Go to the Football station and kick 3 balls through the uprights! Ask for the TIK
volunteer to give you a sticker.
o Go to the park and slide down the slide 5 times! Ask for the TIK bike park
volunteer to give you a sticker.
o Go to the inflatable bowling and knock down all the pins. Ask for the TIK volunteer
to give you a sticker.
o Have a star painted on your arm/cheek and do 8 star jumps. Ask for the TIK
volunteer to give you a sticker.
o Create a crown in the creativity tent. Wear to retrieve your final prize!!!

What did the pig say on the hot summer day?
"I'm bacon." :)
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NO RED CARDS HERE!!
Great Soccer Games to Play in
your backyard or local park!

Soccer
THE LOW-DOWN

TIK Star Ball - Pair Play
Materials: 5 pylon (or pylon stand-ins)
1. Make a star shape with the pylons around 10 feet in
diameter.
2. One person is the defender, one is the striker. The
striker has to knock down all the pylons in two minutes.
3. The defender has to ensure that he/she doesn't knock down
the pylons! (ball control)
4. Have a time limit. I suggest 1 minute for juniors, 2
minutes for more senior players.
TIK DYNAMITE! - Group Play
Give a ball to every player. Participants go around you
dribbling their balls as close as they can get. Make sure
they begin their dribbling using the insides of both feet,
no toe balls! Make them keep control of the ball-always
within one step-and do not let them run into one another or
dribble their ball into another ball or another player.
Remind them to get their heads up and see open spaces to go
to. Shout "DYNAMITE!" at which point they all dribble their
balls away as fast as they can. First one to get to a
predetermined boundary line...WINS.

Overview of the game: A sport played between two
fabulous teams of eleven players with a round ball,
known as football in most countries outside of North
America. It is the most popular sport in the world.
Juniors (2-4 years old): Main objective...getting the
little ones to follow the ball, try to make contact and
go in the right direction. At this stage my boys
literally would go from being mini soccer phenoms
(in my eyes) to picking the grass and throwing
tantrums to go home. Make sure that the sport is
being taught as a fun activity to garner interest in it
as your child gets older.
Senior (5-8 years old): Main objective is playing with
other members of a team and starting to understand
what the rules are. This is the optial age range for
kids to start acquiring skill in a specific sport. Some
kids are world cup 2030 material, others are just
learning, again pick the right venue to cater to the
specific needs of your child. Call organizations and
ask what their program entails, costs and the main
goal for your son/daughter.

Top 5 List for being in Extracurricular Sports
1. Building Self-Esteem: Helps to build confidence
by working on new skills or building on old ones.
2. Setting Goals: Having fun attaining a goal!
Passing a level, scoring on net, winning a game or
learning how to run faster.

Funny TIME
Q: Why can’t Cinderella play soccer?
A: Because she always runs away from the ball.

Email more funny soccer jokes to: Jokes@TryItKids.com

3. Teamwork: A skill that is important for the rest
of our lives....being able to work with other
people!
4. Improving Focus: Many studies have shown a
direct correlation being involved in outside
activities/sports with school performance.
5. Helping with socialization: Important for the
little ones learning how to work with others
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TIK BRAIN BREAK

SOME AWESOME
BRAIN STRETCHES
DO YOU STACK UP?
Nut Stacking
This is a great activity for
kids to hone their fine
motor skills. You need a
few dozen hardware nuts
and a slim dowel to use as
the device to stack the
nuts in a tower.
I bought the metal nuts at the local ReStore in
bulk, probably bought a bit much, but it was
cheap. I picked up a bag of small dowels at The
Dollar Tree.
Have your kids challenge themselves, each other,
or even you, to see how many they can stack
before the tower falls over.

Red Solo Cup
Stacks
Fastest hands in the room! I
love listening to the Cup
Song, but I have no rhythm to
do the matching cup stacking
routine. I love to stack cups,
seeing how high I can get the
tower before it forlornly
tumbles to the floor.
We also like to challenge each other to
height, stability and awesome architecture.
If you want to do this multiple times and
have a sturdy tower, you need the red (or
any other available colour) solo cups.

JENGA.....and variations
You take a block from the
bottom and you put it on
top....We love Jenga in our
house. I also loved a
homemade outdoor version
that we played at a friend's
house, that when stacked,
cleared the top of my head. If
you don't have this stupendous game, you can
easily order it online at Amazon.ca(com),
Indigo.ca or Wal-mart.ca(com). Or you can
construct a version yourself (2X4's for an outside
version, cut up sponges for a gentler version).
I remember in university my roomies and I trying
to play with frozen fish sticks....it kind of worked.
The point is the same, take turns pulling and
stacking blocks, until the tower falls over. Kids of
all ages like to play this engaging game either by
themselves or with a group. J-J-J-Jenga!

-KidSmarty Professor Extraordinare

"IT IS COOL TO BE A
SMARTY-PANTS!"
By S. Standish

We love sports, getting the heart pumping and participating in activities that help
keep kids healthy. In my crazy house, we also like to build, experiment and
investigate all sorts of things. KidSmarty labs are set up to build on a child's
burgeoning interest and find a whole bunch of activities to engage their striving
minds that will keep them engaged.
KidSmarty One Hour Lab - Medieval Theme Basic Instructions
1. Talk to kids about the medieval days, what things were going on (no graphic
details of the crusades) and what science/technology was around during that time.
I looked up summaries about the period online....tons of good info! Keep it brief!
Make a list of key words when they hear the term: Medieval (e.g. Castles, Knights,
Queens, Moat, War, etc.)
2. Starting the lab, we then started talking about knights, armor design and safety
measures. Using paper strips to make chain mail, explain how the chain mail works
to protect the person wearing it. Another easy thing to make is a knight-style
helmet. I focused on a Birute Helmet (has a T-shaped slit for the eyes and mouth),
and helped the kids make one out of Bristol board. We talked about the design and
what the pros and cons were to that style of helmet.
3. Jousting is something that fascinates kids. We talked about jousting and how it
wasn't really fighting, but knights showing off their skills at festivals. To show this I
came up with a fun activity: buying a pool noodle (dollar store) and cut each one in
half and attached a long skinny cone of newspaper to make a jousting stick (lance).
Depending if the kids wanted to decorate it with tape and paper, it would move to
the testing out phase. Kids could wear their helmets and approach each other
from opposite directions aiming to hit their other on the chest first. Ensure to
make extra cone pieces, as one good joust will crumple the lance!
4. Lastly, catapult design. I brought elastics, Popsicle sticks, felt, and string, showed
the concept of a catapult. I would leave the materials in the middle of the table and
have the kids, create a catapult. If they were really little or stuck, I would make a
couple of almost-ready to go samples for them to use. Next I would make a castle
out of light recyclable cups, and have them fire pebbles, small balls, etc. to siege
the castle. Who knew the Middle Ages were so fun?
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